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ABSTRACT 
Quench tower unit on petrochemical plant was identified has a critical problem when it was investigated 
on August 2015.  Four beds suspected have abnormal packing configuration. The experiment performed 
using gamma-ray 200 mCi Co-60. Main construction the tower consisted of bed #1 and #2 filled pall 
ring meanwhile bed #3 and #4 filled flexi ring and flexi grid respectively. Bed #1 supported by a packing 
suppot while bed #2, #3 and #4 arranged in series from top to the bottom on a packing support. Both 
packing supports collapsed then packing fall down. Plant management has no reference drawing of the 
tower and they were not able to evaluate the investigation result at that time. The tower has been 
reconstructed with new packing of the same type, but new configurations were on bed #2, #3, anda #4. 
On March 2016 an eksperiment conducted to scan the tower in on-line while operted in 75% production 
capacity. Scan purpose was to get scan profile as reference for comparison to further scan periodically, 
either at the time of abnormal condition or not.  
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ABSTRAK 
Unit quench tower unit pada pabrik petrokimia teridentifikasi mengalami kerusakan kritis saat 
diinvestigasi bulan Agustus 2015. Empat bed diduga memiliki konfigurasi packing tidak normal. 
Investigasi dilakukan dengan gamma-ray dengan aktivitas 200 mCi Co-60. Konstruksi utama tower 
terdiri dari bed #1 dan #2 berisi pall ring, dan bed #3 dan bed #4 berisi berturut-turut flexi ring dan flexi 
grid. Bed #1 memiliki sebuah packing support sedangkan bed #2, #3 dan #4 disusun diatas satu packing 
support. Kedua packing support runtuh sehingga packing diatasnya jatuh dari posisinya. Managemen 
pabrik tidak memiliki drawing referensi sehingga tidak dapat mengevaluasi hasil invetigasi pada saat 
itu. Tower direkonstruksi terdiri dari packing sejenis tetapi dengan konfigurasi baru pada bed #2, #3 
dan #4. Pada bulan Maret 2016 kembali dilakukan experimen untuk mengidentifikasi scan profile secara 
online dengan kapasitas 75 persen. Eksperimen dilakukan untuk mendapatkan scan profile sebagai 
refensi untuk dibandingkan dengan scan pada saat waktu yang akan datang baik pada saat terjadi 
masalah proses maupun jadwal rutin inspeksi. 
 
Kata kunci: sinar gamma, pemindaian, radiasi, nuklir, industri, petrokimia. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Quench tower suffered serious damage 

based on an investigation in December 2013 and 
August 2015. Investigation report show in the 
Figure 1. Main structure the tower is as presented 
in Figure 2. The engineers have not scan reference 
data compared to new scan data. They have no 
idea which one the scan data is right or wrong. 
Gamma-ray diagnosing techniques have been 
used widely in industrial application [1]. The non- 
destructive test can be used to identify liquid level 

and solve other problems [2]. Gamma scanning 
technology for industrial process is tool for 
diagnosing on-line in the last decade [3]. 

Identifying in online condition actually 
could be done in several ways depended the case. 
Another experiment to measure the cross-
sectional phase distributions and scan profile in a 
two phase flow bubble column [4], pebble bed [5], 
fluidized bed and spouted bed [6] at different 
operating conditions were done by using single 
source gamma ray computed tomography [7]. 
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Figure 1. Critical problem on packing bed of quench 
tower. 

 
Figure 2. Mechanical drawing of quench tower and 
corresponding scan profile 
 
EXPERIMENT AND METHOD 
Tools and Materials 

The basic theory of column process 
investigation is gamma ray interactions and 
energy deposited in the material when passing 
through the material along its path. Some of the 
rays that interact with particles of matter in the 
atomic scale will generate three major types of 
interactions: photoelectric absorption, Compton 
scattering, and pair production [8]. The effect of 
these three possibilities implied that gamma ray 
intensity leaving (I) is smaller than the initial 
intensity (Io). The amount of decrease intensity, 
called attenuation coefficient is absorbed or 
scattered on composite material passed through 
() and the length of the path (x). Practically the 

relationship between parameters of decreasing 
gamma ray intensity explained in equation (1) [9]. 
 
                  𝐼 =  𝐼 𝑒                          (1) 
 

For industrial purposes this equation had 
improved several applications to improve design, 
operation and troubleshooting of column 
processes [10], such as gamma ray computed 
tomography (CT) to visualize the structure and the 
distribution materials [11] inside multiphase 
system [12]. Decreases intensity of the gamma 
rays as they penetrate the material can be 
visualized by the following, Figure 3. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Interaction between gamma ray and material 
 

This phenomenon is the basic principle of 
measurement for investigating quench tower 
process column. The beam shot into this tower 
unit would go through more than one kind of 
materials. When gamma ray measured, firstly, it 
would penetrate respectively almunium jackets, 
insulation, walls, pipes, packing and liquid, pipe 
walls, insulation, aluminum jackets. If the type of 
material passed by as much as n the type of 
elements and each material has a different 
thickness (x) then the intensity after passing the 
material will be shown by this following equation. 
 
      𝐼 =  𝐼 𝑒 ∑  …            (2) 
 

Each element of the tower mechanical 
structure from bottom to top in the measurement 
segment has a consistent thickness. Any primary 
information such as problem symptom, 
mechanical drawing, is needed to analyze the 
result [13]. In this case, aluminum jacket thickness 
is 1 mm, wall thickness is 36 mm. Configuration 
of the pall ring on random packing and flowing 
hydrocarbon liquids, can be assumed as one 
material with unique gamma ray attenuation 
characteristics.  
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Investigation on packed bed column was 
done by scanning column from bottom to top at 
various orientations. Scan orientation was chosen 
in order to represent equally space (grid scan) 
inside. The grid scan consisted of five scans, 
namely A, B, C, D, and E. Each scan consisted of 
one source and one detector placed against the 
outer side of the column.  

Orientation represented as position of the 
source and detector, and notated by S symbol for 
the source and D for detector. Index of each scan 
is in units of degrees. For example,  AD was that 
the orientation of the detector on the A and AS was 
orientation of the source. These five scans quench 
tower unit and its orientation is provided in Figure 
4 below. The scanner and detector orientation of 
each scan is explained in table 1. 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Scan orientation of quench tower 
 
 
Table 1. Scan orientation 

 
No 

 
Code 

 
 

Orientation (o) 
S D 

1 A  206 335 
2 B  155 25 
3 C  310 64 
4 D  244 130 

 
Measurement 

Experiment of quench tower investigation 
began from elevation 20.62 m above the ground 
level. This position coincided with border between 
cylinder construction and cone. Reference 
position hereafter referred as zero cm. 
Measurements were carried out by scanning from 
zero position until 1,900 cm above. 

A gamma emitter has activity 200 mCi and 
a scintillation detector are important experiment   
items. A scintillation detector are materials of — 
solids, liquids, gases -  that produce sparks or 
scintillators of light when ionizing radiation 
passed through them[14]. Model 44-2 Ludlum 
gamma detectors [15] connected to 2200 scaller 

ratemeter. Set voltage  and time sampling were 
1000V and 3 seconds respectively [16]. Safety and 
healthy should be priority to performed nuclear 
technique in industrial process [17]. 

Scan A started by tying 2 pulleys at 4,000 
cm elevation. The first pulley was coded by PS 
(source pulley) and the second one PD (pulley 
detectors) at successive orientations 206o and 
335o. Scanner and detectors are each connected to 
a steel rope with diameter of 0.15 cm and each 
length was 5000 cm. The rope was passed through 
the PS and PD pulleys according to their own 
function. The strings were pulled in certain 
condition until source window and detector 
window were positioned at zero cm or 2062 cm 
above the ground. The effect of gravity inflicted 
AS and AD orientations respectively at 206o and 
335o, Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Measurement method 

 
The two ropes were then combined and 

bounded together, to be linked with mechanical 
driver. Mechanical driver could control both up or 
down according to desired position. Mechanical 
driver is an electronic device developed by PAIR-
BATAN which is integrated with computer and 
gamma radiation counter, Ludlum 2200 series. 

Application program is visual based, 
LabVIEW has been established for this 
investigation in real-time and in-situ. Investigation 
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was done by scanning this object, from zero cm 
until 1900 cm. The distance between measurement 
points were determined by height 5 cm and 
duration time of radiation intensity was 3 seconds 
at each measurement point. 

Radiation intensity data at each point in real 
time was plotted on computer display, x-axis 
graph implied to intensity and y-axis referred to 
elevation. Aggregate points of measurement result 
would show an intensity profile curves that 
represented internal construction [18], influenced 
by attenuation coefficient. Graph data can be 
stored and analyzed using other spreadsheet 
programs, Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Scan profile 

 
Scan B, C, and D were implemented in the 

same way, followed orientation shown in table 1. 
The stages of investigation were done at different 
times. Experiments schedule presented in table 2. 
 
Tabel 2. Scan schedule 

No Code Date 
Time  

Start end 
1 A 09 March 2016 12.32 13.20 
2 B 10 March 2016 11.04 12.09 
3 C 11 March 2016 13.13 14.05 
4 D 12 March 2016 10.26 11.19 

 
DATA AND INTERPRETATION  
Scan A and B 

Scan B and A marked by blue and red color, 
were plotted on one graph. Both of them showed 
an identical profile. Range interpretation from 
position 0 cm to 120 cm indicated increasing 
intensity because gamma rays penetrated top side 
of dome, inside the tower, Figure 7. 

At 200 - 400 cm segment, the shell tower 
contained only gas, so the intensity should be very 
high. However, at 220 and 570 cm position, there 
was stiffening structure on the outer wall of 
column, that blocked the gamma rays also 
detected decreasing intensity. On top of stiffening, 

gamma rays decreased further, caused blocking 
reinforcement joint nozzle in this tower. 
 

 
Figure 7.  Scan profile A and B 
 
 At height 650-1.200 cm, the intensity of 
gamma radiation measured very low. In this 
segment gamma rays were reduced by gas, liquid, 
flexi grid, flexi ring and pall ring on bed # 4, # 3, 
and # 2 sequentially from below. In this segment 
appeared the curves A and B were very tight, since 
the length of gamma ray path on both scans was 
identical. 

Position between 1,200 - 1,400 cm 
appeared structure of internal profile, namely pipe 
distributor and chimney. Scan profile A and B 
were not identical because were constrained by 
construction of pipe distributor. 

Gamma-ray intensity at the point 1,400-
1,800 cm seemed very low, righteously at 650-
1.200 cm segment. In this segment the gamma 
rays passed through bed # 1 which contained of 
pall rings, gas and liquid. Scan A and B were 
coincided due to the same attenuation process. 
At position 1.870 cm, profile scan A and B were 
both hindered by nozzle, so that the intensity was 
low enough. 
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Overall scan profiles A and B showed the 
intensity of radiation in accordance with 
configuration of mechanical drawing. This would 
be a reference database either for malfunction or 
routine check afterwards. 
 
Scan C and D 

Scans C and D as present in the Figure 8 
were intended to identify areas that had not been 
measured on scan A and B. Interpretation of 
radiation intensity from zero position -125 gamma 
rays were blocked at the top of dome inside 
column. Above this position gamma rays were 
repeatedly blocked by lifting lug hence intensity 
remained low. This profile appeared on C and D 
scans even though occurred not at the exactly time, 
but in the same position. 
 In the 200 - 400 cm segment the shell tower 
contained gas only, therefore intensity should be 
very high. However, in this position there was 
lifting lug that blocked gamma rays and detected 
low intensity. Stiffen ring was observed at the 575 
cm position, same with scans A and B. 

 
Figure 8. Scan profile C and D 
 
 The amount of intensity at 650-1.100 cm 
position were very low and identical both of A and 
B scans. The shell in this segment absorbed 
gamma rays due to the bed structure # 4, # 3, and 
# 2. Nozzle and chimney were also detected in the 
segment between 1,200 -1,400 cm. The pall ring 

configuration on bed # 1 was detected at the 
position: 1,400-1,800 cm. Scan profile of C and D 
looked tight and identical. Nozzle at 1.900 
elevation appeared on scan D, while it couldn't be 
accessed by scan C, so curve C was disconnected 
at position 1,800 cm. 
 
Investigation 2013 and 2016 

Scan reference as the objective of 
experiment, had an important rule for comparison 
good or bad condition of column. Another 
purpose, using the result of plot curves, scan 
reference told the difference between condition 
post 'turn around (TA)' and malfunction, like in 
December 2013, Figure 9.  

Scan profile D colored with red, compared 
to previous 2013, colored with black scan, was 
distinctly different. The radiation intensity at 50 -
200 cm looked very low, presented by black curve. 

The decrease in intensity was suspected 
because there were objects that absorbed gamma 
rays. Foreign object had occupied gas segment 
referring to its mechanical drawing. Instead of low 
intensity on the segment bed # 4 only until the 
position of 700 cm which should reached position 
1100 cm. In this segment only detected stiffener 
ring profile at position 825 and 1,100 cm in high 
intensity, meanwhile the rest was very high. This 
could be an evident when the maintenance 
segment no longer contained packing bed # 4, # 3 
and # 2. Scan 2013 and 2016 was similar to the 
segment bed # 1, orientation of both pall rings 
stayed in the normal configuration. 

 
Figure 9. Scan 2013 and 2016 
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CONCLUSION 
According to the results of this experiment, 

conclusion can be summarized in some points 
below: 
 Scan reference data was obtained directly 

after reconstructing column 
 The measurement data can be compared 

against malfunction condition. 
 Reference data can be used as primary data 

to be analyzed during routine maintenance 
or repair. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

PERTANYAAN SAAT PRESENTASI 
 
1. Pertanyaan (Dwi I. (BP, BATAN)): 

1) Sejak kapan dan sudah berapa lama dikembangkan, sudah TRL berapa? 
Jawaban: 
1) Teknik gamma scan denga metode pengukuran autoscan telah dikembangkan di PAIR-BATAN sejak 

tahun 2000. Saat ini teknologi ini pada TRL 8. 
 

2. Pertanyaan (Adam Tirta Kusuma (PAIR, BATAN)): 
1) Bagaimana prinsip kerja dan apa saja kendala dalam penerapan teknologi ini? 
Jawaban: 
1) Prinsip kerja gamma scan adalah memindai objek dengan cara menempatkannya di antara sumber 

gamma dan detektor. Kendala dalam teknik ini adalah proses instalasi dan tingkat kesulitan pada 
saat pengukuran terkait eksternal struktur yang ada di sekitar objek. 


